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EMBEDDING A PARTIALLY ORDERED RING

IN A DIVISION ALGEBRA

BY

WILLIAM H. REYNOLDS

Abstract. D. K. Harrison has shown that if a ring with identity has a positive

cone that is an infinite prime (a subsemiring that contains 1 and is maximal with

respect to avoiding — 1), and if the cone satisfies a certain archimedean condition for

all elements of the ring, then there exists an order isomorphism of the ring into the

real field. Our main result shows that if Harrison's archimedean condition is weakened

so as to apply only to the elements of the cone and if a certain centrality relation is

satisfied, then there exists an order isomorphism of the ring into a division algebra

that is algebraic over a subfield of the real field. Also, Harrison's result and a related

theorem of D. W. Dubois are extended to rings without identity; in so doing, it is

shown that order isomorphic subrings of the real field are identical.

Several authors have considered certain subsemirings of a ring with identity that

have some properties in common with the pointwise positive cones of rings of

bounded real-valued functions; in so doing, they have obtained representations of

such rings as subrings of rings of continuous real-valued functions on compact

spaces or as subrings of the real field. For some examples, see [1, Theorem 1],

[3, Proposition 7], and [6, p. 317]. By introducing similar concepts in abelian

groups, C. W. Kohls [5] has given simpler more direct proofs of Harrison's and

Krivine's results as well as obtaining a representation theorem for groups.

It was hoped that [3, Proposition 7] could be extended so as to obtain representa-

tion of a certain class of rings as subrings of the division ring of real quaternions,

for it is noted that many subrings of the quaternions satisfy our hypotheses. What

we actually obtain is representation of such rings as subrings of division algebras

that are algebraic over subfields of the reals. However, if the rings are commutative,

the desired result follows; that is, they are then isomorphic to subrings of the

complex field. In the general case, we can show that the semiring of nonnegative

reals satisfies our hypotheses as a subsemiring of a ring A iff A is isomorphic to

either the real field, the complex field, or the quaternions. This is quite analogous

to Frobenius' theorem [8] which states that an algebraic real division algebra is

isomorphic to one of these; indeed we use his theorem in our proof.

The real field is denoted by R, the subsemiring of nonnegative reals by R + , and

the set of positive integers by A. If S, T are subsets of a ring A, we write S— T for
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{s-t : seS,teT}, ST for {st : s e S, t e T}, and S\T for{seS:s$ T}. In a ring

A, we assume the convention a°b = ba° = b for every a, b e A. Given a topological

space X, C(X) is the ring of all continuous real-valued functions on X with point-

wise addition, multiplication and order. Much of our terminology is similar to that

found in [5].

This paper is part of a dissertation directed by Professor Carl W. Kohls. The

dissertation was submitted to Syracuse University in partial fulfillment of the

requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Much of the work was

supported by a National Science Foundation Traineeship.

1. Rings without identity. We here extend [1, Theorem 1] and [3, Proposition 7]

to rings without identity.

Definitions. Let « be a nonzero element in the center of a ring A.

1. A u-demiring is a subsemiring of A that contains u and does not contain — u.

2. A u-hemiring is a maximal w-demiring.

3. We say that a w-demiring D is archimedean if u+nae D for every ne N

implies ae D.

4. A w-demiring D is conic if | D\ = 0, where | D\ = D n ( — D).

5. A w-demiring D is u-cancellable if uae D implies ae D.

6. Let D be a w-demiring. We say that « is a D-unit if for each ae A there exists

an ne N such that nu — aeD.

1. If A, A' are partially ordered rings with positive cones D, D' respectively and

if 6: A —*■ A' is an order preserving monomorphism, we say that

e:(A,D)^(A',D')

is a monomorphism.

Proposition 1. Let A be a ring containing an archimedean u-cancellable u-

demiring of A such that u is a D-unit. Then there exists a compact Hausdorff space X

and a monomorphism (A/\D\, Dj\D\) —> (C(X), P), where P is the usualpointwise

positive cone on C(X).

Proof. Note that A = D— D since ue D and u is a 7>unit; thus, \D\ is an ideal

in A. Since all properties of D as a w-demiring of A carry over to D/\D\ as a

(w+|.D|)-demiring of A/\D\, we may assume D is conic.

If A has identity 1 and u= 1, this is precisely the content of [1, Theorem 1]. Thus,

we assume A has no identity. In the standard way, embed A in a ring A' with

identity. That is, set A ' = {(«, a) : n is an integer, aeA} with coordinatewise

addition and with (n,a)(m,b) = (nm,nb + ma + ab), and define 9:A-+A' via

a h> (0, a). Now set D' = {(«, a) : n £0 and nu+uae D}. A straightforward verifica-

tion shows that D' is a conic archimedean 1-demiring of A' such that 1 =(1, 0) e D'

and 1 is a D'-unit. Hence, the result follows from [1, Theorem 1].

By considering A={nx + mx2 : n and m are integers}, D = {nx + mx2 : n, m^O},

and u = x + x2, where A has the usual polynomial addition and multiplication
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except that x3 = 0, we see that the w-cancellability hypothesis of Proposition 1 is

independent of the other hypotheses. Moreover, it is clear that D must be w-

cancellable if Proposition 1 is to hold.

Proposition 2. Let H be a u-hemiring of a ring A such that u is an H-unit. Then

there exists a unique monomorphism 6: (A/\H\, H/\H\)-^(R, R + ). If A/\H\ is a

zero ring, i.e. (A/\H\)2 = 0, then 6 is, of course, only an additive monomorphism.

Proof. One shows that |T7| is an ideal in A and that the properties of 77 in A

carry over to 77/|77| in ^4/|77|, so we assume 77 is conic.

If A2 = 0, it is immediate that T7 is a w-hemigroup as defined in [5], whence the

result follows from [5, Lemma 5]. Thus, we assume A2 ̂ 0 so that there exist a, be A

with ab=£0. Since u is an 77-unit and ueH, there exists ne N such that nu±a,

nu±beH. Suppose w2 = 0. Then ±ua = u(nu±a)e H and ±ub e H, whence

ua = ube \H\ = 0. But then ±ab = (nu±a)(nu + b)e 77, which gives the contra-

diction ab = 0. Hence, u2^0. Now suppose —umeH for some me N. Assume m

is minimal, so that —um~1^H. Then — u belongs to the subsemiring generated

by 77and -M*-1. Since«, -um e 77, it follows that -u = h0 + h1(-um-1) + k(-um-1)

for some h0, hxe H and k e N u {0}. But multiplication by u then gives the contra-

diction — u2eH. Thus, —um$H for every meN. One can then show that

S={a e A : una e H for some n e N} is a w-demiring of A containing 77. Hence,

S=H, proving that 77 is «-cancellable.

Since 77is conic and «-cancellable, um^0 for every meN, so that we may con-

sider the ring of quotients A'={a/un : ae A, ne N} with the usual addition and

multiplication and with identity 1 =«/«. One checks that H' = {a/un : ae 77} is a

conic 1-demiring of A' containing 1 and that a \-> ua/u is a monomorphism

(A, 77) -> (A', 77'). Let x = a/un e A'\H'. Then a £ 77, so that -u belongs to the

subsemiring of A generated by 77 and a. Thus, — « is a sum of terms of the form

h\i-am-ih\2- ■ -am'h^', so that — 1 = — u/u is a sum of terms of the form

U   «nlml+1/r?l            Un2m2 + 1hrÍ2                   Un'mr + 1h"'
-i-  Xml- • • -Xmr -—

u2        u u u

whence — 1 belongs to the subsemiring of A' generated by 77' and x. Hence, 77' is a

1-hemiring of A'. Now —u2$H implies that — u belongs to the subsemiring

generated by 77 and — u2. It follows that uh — ueH where h = 2í= x h,u2i~1

+ 2í=i «t«2i_1 for some hx,..., hr e H and «,,..., nr, r e N u {0}. Choose s e A

such that su — heH. Then su2 — u = u(su — h) + uh — ueH, and, by induction,

s'«i+1 — u e H for all integers f2tl. For each a/w! e A' there exists, by hypothesis,

qe N such that qu — aue 77, whence qs'l —a/ut = (q(stut + 1 — u)+qu — au)/ut + 1 e 77'.

Therefore, 1 is an 77'-unit in A'. The existence of the desired monomorphism thus

follows from [3, Proposition 7].

Uniqueness follows from the next proposition.

Proposition 3. If K and M are subrings of R and 6: K^ M is an order iso-

morphism of K onto M, then K= M and 6 is the identity map on K.
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Proof. First assume K has a least positive element k. Then m=8(k) is the least

positive element of M and a standard argument shows that K={nk : n is an integer}

and M = {nm : n is an integer}. Since k2 e K,k must be an integer. It follows that

k = m, so that K=M and 8 is the identity.

Now assume that K and hence M have arbitrarily small positive elements, so

they are dense in R. Suppose there exists t< 1 in K such that r ##(/)• If 1 ̂ 8(t),

then 0(t)^8(t2), a contradiction. Hence, t and 6(t) ave between 0 and 1.

Suppose 0 < 6(t) < t < 1. By the density of K, there exists s > 1 in K with s8(t) < 1

<st. Since 6(s)^s would imply 8(st) = 8(s)8(t)^s8(t)< 1, which gives the contra-

diction 8(st)2< 8(st), we must have 1 <s<8(s).

We now prove that if a, b, c, de R are such that 0<a<b and 1 <c<d, then

there exist n, me N with cn < ma <mb< dn. To see this, simply choose ne N so that

n log c ̂  log a and «(log d— log c) > 1 + log b — log a, and let m e N be least such

that « log c<log«j + loga. Since log(j'+l)-Iog j< 1 for every je N, we have

log «î + loga —« logc< 1. It then follows that « log c< log w + loga < log m

+ log ¿><« log i/. This yields cn<ma<mb<dn.

Thus, taking s = c, 8(s) = d, 8(t) = a, and / = &, we obtain sn < 8(mt) < mt < 8(sn)

for some «, m e N. Since this clearly leads to a contradiction, we may assume

0</< ô(t)< I, whence 0< 8~1(t)<t< 1. But M is also dense and 0_1 is an order

isomorphism, so that we can apply the above argument to M and 0_1 and again

obtain a contradiction. Therefore, 8(t) = t.

It follows that 8 fixes a subring of K that is dense in R, so a standard argument

shows that 8 fixes K.

Remark. The existence proof can also be established by proving that H is

archimedean so that Proposition 1 yields a compact space Y and a monomorphism

T: (A, H) —> (C(X), P), and then using the maximality of H to show that *F maps

into the constant functions on X* = {x e X : *¥(a)(x) ^ 0 for some a e A}.

2. Embedding in a division ring.

Definitions. 1. We say that a w-demiring D is left central if for each de D and

ae A there exists d' e D such that ad=d'a.

2. A subset of a ring is right (resp. left) cancellable if whenever ab e S and b

(resp. a) is a nonzero element of S, a (resp. b) belongs to S.

3. For D a w-demiring, w is a weak D-unit if for each ae D there exists ne N

with nu — aeD.

Note that if//is a left central w-hemiring of a ring and x ^ H, then — w = 2í"= o ««*'

+ 2™=i «i* for some h0,..., hme H and nx,..., nm, m e N u {0}.

Lemma 1. Fer H be a left central u-hemiring of a ring A such

— u2 $ H, and let M=H\\H\. Then the following statements hold:

(a) M is a multiplicative subset of A ;

(h) M is left and right cancel/able;

(c) // H is conic, then A has no proper right or left zero divisors.

that we H and
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Proof. First note that since — u2 $ 77, one can show that 77 is «-cancellable as in

the proof of Proposition 2.

(a) Suppose x,yeM with xy e \H\. Then —x$H, so that — a = 2™= o h,( — xf

+ 2f=i ni( — xy for some h0,..., hme 77 and «,,..., nm, m e A u {0}. Thus,

-uy = ¿oV-(2 h,(-xy-iyXy)-nxxy-^2 ^(-xY'^xy) e H

since |77| is clearly an ideal in 77—77. Hence, —yeH, giving the contradiction

ye \H\. Thus, xy e M.

(b) Suppose ab e M,b e M, but a^M. Since a e \H\ would imply the contra-

diction ab e 1771, we have a ^ 77. Then — w = 2P=o h,ai + ^f=x nrf for some

h0,...,hmeH and nx,.. .,nm,me N u {0}. Now by the left central hypothesis and

induction, one shows that for l^if^m, aibm=gibm~1 for some gx e 77. Thus, — ubm

is seen to belong to 77, whence -bm e 77. Hence, bm e |77|, which contradicts part

(a). Therefore, ae M, proving that M is right cancellable. The proof of left cancel-

lability is similar.

(c) Assume 77 is conic, ab = 0, and bj^O. If b e 77, then a e 77 since otherwise we

would get the contradiction bm e |77|=0 as in part (b). Likewise, since ( — a)b = 0

we also have — a e 77, whence ae [77| =0.

If b £ 77, then —u = ^J¡=0hjbi + ^Jj=xmjbi for some h0,..., hne H and

mx,..., mn, n e A u {0}. Thus, —au = ah0, so a(h0 + u) = 0. Since —u$H,h0 + u

is a nonzero element of 77. Hence, a = 0 as above.

Similarly, if ba = 0 and Z>#0, then a = 0.

A slight generalization of a well-known result of O. Ore [7, Theorem 1] is now

given.

Lemma 2. Let A be a ring with a nonempty right cancellable multiplicative subset

M consisting of elements that are neither left nor right zero-divisors in A. Assume

that for every a e A, b e M there are ax e A, bx e M such that bxa = axb. Then there

exist a ring A' with identity and a monomorphism 6: A^> A' such that for each

b e M, 8(b) has a two-sided inverse in A'. Moreover, each element of A' is of the

form 6(b)-^(a).

Proof. Note that if b, de M and we choose dxe A, bxe M such that dxb = bxd,

then the right cancellability of M implies that dx e M. Also note that if na = mb

and nxa = mxb for some b, nxe M and n, a, m, mx e A, then by choosing r e M and

s e A such that rn = snx, we obtain rmb = rna = snxa = smxb, whence rm = smx.

Ore's proof now goes through if one notes at each step that the appropriate

elements belong to M : Let S=A x M and define (a, b) = (c, d) if dxa = bxc, where

dx, bxe M are such that dxb = bxd. Show that = is a well-defined equivalence rela-

tion on S. Denote the class containing (a, b) by a/b and let A' = {a/b : (a, b) e S};

define a/b + c/d=(dxa + bxc)/bxd where bx,dxeM are such that dxb = bxd, and

define (a/b)(c/d) = axc/gb where g e M and axe A are such that ga — axd. Show that
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A' is a ring with identity l=b/b for any b e M, ai-> ba/b is a monomorphism

8: A ->- A', b/b2 is a two-sided inverse of 8(b) for any be M, and a/b = 8(b)'18(a)

for any a\b e A'.

Theorem 1. Let H be a conic left central u-hemiring of a ring A such that ueH,

u is a weak H-unit, and H2^Q. Then there exist a conic l-hemiring H' in a division

ring A', a monomorphism (A, H) -+■ (A', H'), and a monomorphism (H' — H', H')

-> R, where F=H' — H' is a subfield of A' over which A' is algebraic. Moreover,

if A is commutative, so is A'.

Proof. From the fact that w is a weak //-unit, one shows w is an //-unit in the

ring //-//. Since //2^0, Proposition 2 yields a monomorphism (H—H, H) -> R.

In particular, w2^0, every nonzero element of H is a weak //-unit, and His com-

mutative.

By Lemma 1, M=H\{0} is a right cancellable multiplicative set consisting of

regular elements of A. Let ae A and be M. Then ab = ha for some he M. Therefore

Lemma 2 says that A' = {a/b: ae A, b e M} is a ring and a t-> ba/b is a mono-

morphism 8: A^ A' such that 8(b) is invertible in A' for each be M. Since H is

left central, equality, addition, and multiplication now have the following simpler

forms :

a/b = c/d   if dxa = be, where dx e M is such that dxb = bd;

a/b + c/d = (da + bxc)/bxd,   where db = bxd, bx e M;

(a/b) ■ (c/d) = ac/gb,   where ga = ad, g e M.

Let H' = {a/b e A' : a/b = c/d for some c/de A' with c e //}. Then the left cancel-

lability of M implies H' = {a/b e A' : ae //}. From this, one easily checks that //'

is a conic 1-demiring of A' such that 1 e //', every nonzero element of //' has an

inverse in //', and 8: (A, H) -> (A', //') is a monomorphism.

Now assume x/yeA'\H'. Then x <£ //, so that -w = 2™=o «i*' + Zí"=i "t** f°r

some «¡'s e H and n4's e N u {0}. By definition of the operations in A', it follows

that

2«(í)V|^(íy = - = -i,¡ti  "  w \ J/     ,ti  u  u\y)        u

where (w«¡/w)(/¡/w) and («¡w/w)(//w) belong to //' for every /. Hence, we see that //'

is a l-hemiring of A'.

Let a/6 e ^4'. As noted earlier, each element of H is a weak //-unit, so there exists

« e A/ such that nb — aeH, whence n\—a/b = u(nb — a)/ubeH'. Therefore, 1 is a

weak //'-unit in A'. From Proposition 2, it then follows that there exists a mono-

morphism (//'-//', //')->/?. Thus, F=//'-//' is a subfield of y4'.

If x/j> e ^4' and a/è e //', so that ae H, then there exists ûj e //such that xa = axx.

Now (x/y)(a/b) = xa/gy, where g e M and gx = xè. Thus, the commutativity of //

yields
.¡c a _ xa _ ai* _ ax x

yb~gy~yg'~gy
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Since ax/g e 77', 77' is therefore left central in A'.

It follows that each x e A'\H' satisfies — l=2"=o^¡^' for some hiseH', and

thus has —(l+/i0)_1 ~Zn=0hiX' as left inverse. Multiplying on the left by x yields

— x = 2?=o h'txi + 1 for some h'0,..., h'n e H, so (1+2?= o h',xi)x = 0, whence —l—h'0

= 2?=i h'tX1 by Lemma 1(c). Hence, x has (2f-i Ai-^'X- 1—h'oY1 as right inverse.

It follows that A' is a division ring each element of which satisfies a polynomial

over the field F. Since 77' is left central, aFa~x^F for every nonzero ae A. Thus,

the Cartan-Brauer-Hua Theorem [4, p. 186] implies that either .4 = F or Fis con-

tained in the center of A. The result follows in either case.

That A' is commutative if A is commutative follows from the definition of

multiplication in A'.

Henceforth we write C for the field of complex numbers and Q for the division

ring of real quaternions. As corollaries we have the following two theorems.

Theorem 2. Let A be a commutative ring containing a conic u-hemiring 77 such

that u is a weak H-unit, ueH, and T72^0. Then there exists a monomorphism

8: (A, 77) -> (C, R + ) which is unique on H—H. Moreover, 8 maps into Riffu is an

H-unit.

Proof. By Theorem 1, there exist a field A', a monomorphism

8X:(A,H)^(A',H'),

and a monomorphism

02:(77'-77',77')-^(7v,F+),

where 77' —77' is a subfield of A' and A' is algebraic over 77' —77'. Since C is

algebraically closed, 92 extends to a monomorphism 83: (A', 77') -> (C, R+).

Hence, 8=636x is a monomorphism (A, H) -*■ (C, R+).

By Proposition 3, 6 is unique on H—H.

If u is an 77-unit, H—H=A so 8: A-> R. The converse is also clear.

Theorem 3. The semiring R+ is a left central l-hemiring of a ring A iff A is

isomorphic to one of R, C, or Q.

Proof. Necessity follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Frobenius' Theorem

on real division algebras. Sufficiency is contained in the following example.

Example. We generalize an example stated without proof in [2, Example 3].

Let 77 be a subsemiring of R + . Let A be any subring of Q whose elements all have

the form a + bi+cj+dk with a, b, c, de H—H. We show that 77 is a l-hemiring of

A. Note that 77 is also conic and left central and that 1 is a weak 77-unit.

Let x = a + bi+cj+dk e A\H and let 77' be the subsemiring of A generated by H

and x. It suffices to show — 1 e 77'.

Case I. a = 0. Then x2 e —77, so there exists ne N such that nx2^ — 1. Hence,

-l=(-nx2-l) + nx2 e H'.
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Case IL a<0. If x + a, an application of Case I to x + ( — a) again yields —1 e H'.

If x = a, choose m such that mía —1. Then —1 =( — mx—l) + mx e H'.

Case III. a>0. Then one of the remaining coefficients, say b, must be nonzero.

The proof is similar if either c or dis nonzero. Let y = a + bi, and set x0 = x—y + cj

+ dk. Then xl=y2 — c2 — d2 + tx, where tx = cxj+dxk for some cx,dxe H—H.

Thus, xx=y2 + tx = x2 + c2 + d2 e //'. Repeating this, we see that x2 = xf + cf + dx

=yi + Í2, where t2 has the form c2j+d2k for some c2, d2 e H—H, whence x2 e //'.

Continuing inductively, we obtain a sequence {xn}, where xn=y2" + tn e H' and

tn = cj+dnk for some cn, dn e H—H. There exists ne N such that y2" has negative

real part, so xn has this same negative real part. Hence, Case II shows that — 1

belongs to the subsemiring generated by xn and H, and therefore — 1 e //'.
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